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platinum partners

What have been the main  
reasons for changes in  
business confidence?

“  New location and new  
 marketing campaign”

“  All trade on hold, no 
 turnover since March 2020”

“ Good 3 months, things  
 picking up again.”

“  Vaccine prospect encouraging.”

“ Oil price slump plus impact of   
 Covid on aviation and maritime”

“ Covid and lack of a Brexit deal”
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Alison Henderson, 
Chief Executive DACC

Dr Shona Dobbie 
Angus Economics

executive statement

Our closing Chamber Economic Indicator Report for 
2020 sees a suite of really interesting results against a 
background of a year where we’ve witnessed a pandemic 
that none of us could have predicted would have such a 
long-term impact. 

As Scotland looks set to break the 100,000 number of 
positive results of Covid-19 from testing and we look to 
the festive period, there remain significant challenges for 
every sector dealing with economic impacts – even if that 
means increased sales and demand.

The Chamber network are actively working with the 
Scottish Government to get the clarity that businesses 
need following publication of the COVID-19 Strategic 
Framework, continuing to lobby for suitable financial 
support and strive to shape a clear long-term exit strategy 
from restrictions to restore business confidence.

We can see from our local business engagement work 
that there is an encouraging trend in business confidence 
here, with quarter-on-quarter improvements in our 
Business Sentiment Indicator.

We know that going into the first quarter of 2021, with 
the looming Brexit changes upon us and the associated 
impacts on business that we can expect, things may be 
difficult. 

Businesses told us at our recent DACC123 event that they 
would need support with mental health, making best use 
of technology, getting their ‘reopening’ message out there 
and implementing hybrid flexible working models as we 
look to protect lives and livelihoods by prioritising safe 
working and safe workplaces. 

Being the key voice for the business community as we 
all strive to look after our organisations and our people 
remains at the heart of what the Chamber does, providing 
practical advice and support across Dundee and Angus. 

As ever, I’d like to thank everyone who took the time 
to respond to our surveys this year. It’s vital to help us 
understand your challenges, shaping the business support 
and economic development landscape on your behalf.
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This chart shows the ‘net balance’ measure of confidence for the key 
variables in our local economic survey. The net balance is calculated 
by subtracting the percentage of firms reporting a decrease in activity 
from the percentage reporting an increase and, in general, a positive 
net balance indicates growth and a negative net balance indicates 
contraction. This methodology is consistent with that used by the 
Scottish Chambers of Commerce QES. 

In general, these results have improved from Q3, but illustrate the 

extent to which the Dundee & Angus economy remains challenged 

as it continues to battle with the impact of Covid-19.  Last time, the 

majority of variables were in negative territory but revenue, orders, 

cash flow and wages are now all in positive territory, indicating that 

business conditions have improved over the last 3 months.  But  

on-line sales, profits and investment remain in negative territory and  

it is particularly disappointing to see that our indicator of employment 

conditions has deteriorated sharply from a reading of 0% in Q3 

to -11% in Q4. Unfortunately, this deterioration in employment 

conditions is being seen across the UK as a whole. 

key results

several key variables have moved into positive 
territory reflecting an improvement in business 
conditions, but it is discouraging to see that  
employment conditions have weakened in Q4
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change in business revenue since last quarter

The trend in sales has been really encouraging over the last 3 months, 

as the net balance has now turned positive for each category, 

indicating that conditions have improved significantly. In particular, 

our results show that exporting firms have experienced better sales 

over the last 3 months, with almost 60% of these firms reporting that 

revenue has increased. Although all geographical categories have 

improved, sales to the rest of the UK remain weakest with only 32% of 

firms in this category reporting an increase in revenue.  

Total Scotland Rest of UK Export

net balance (%)

Total +8

Scotland +15

Rest of UK +4

Export +41

72% of local businesses 
have reported that 
revenue has increased 
or remained constant 
over the last 3 months
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change in orders since last quarter

Orders have improved significantly over the last few months and 

the net balance has increased from -2% last time to a much more 

encouraging level of +8%. While more than 39% of businesses across 

Dundee & Angus have reported an increase in orders, almost 55% 

of those who export reported an increase in orders from overseas. 

Businesses operating in Scotland reported a small improvement in 

orders, but businesses operating across the UK as a whole remain 

more challenged, reporting a net balance figure of -24%, which 

indicates a contraction in orders and shows no improvement from Q3. 
  

net balance (%)

Total +8

Scotland 0

Rest of UK -24

Export +27

Total

Scotland

Rest of UK

Export

68% of local businesses reported that 
orders remained constant or increased, 
but 32% are still reporting a decrease% 

n Increased    n Constant    n Decreased 
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current operating capacity

Businesses across the Dundee & Angus area are now operating at 

71% of capacity on average, which is an improvement from the 

average of 54% recorded in Q2 and 69% in Q3. The manufacturing 

sector recorded the biggest jump in operating capacity recording an 

impressive level of 87%. Agriculture, business services, construction, 

healthcare and the oil & gas sectors all recorded operating capacity 

levels of at least 80%, but the hospitality sector remains most severely 

challenged by Covid 19 and recorded a further decline in operating 

capacity to a level of just 24%.. 

it is encouraging to see 
that operating capacity in 
businesses across Dundee 
& Angus has moved back 
above 70%
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employment situation

Local businesses have reduced employee numbers during the last 

quarter, in line with labour market trends experienced across the UK 

as a whole. Hospitality, manufacturing and business services have all 

been forced to reduce net levels of employment, whereas only the 

finance and agricultural sectors have managed to achieve net gains. 

But, despite this, the outlook is for employment levels across the local 

area to increase from here, with the net balance figure for the region 

as a whole recording a more encouraging level of +22%. Increased 

levels of employment are expected in agriculture, business services, 

finance and manufacturing, but this is tempered by expected declines 

in employment in both the construction and hospitality sectors. 

n v3 months ago     n expectations

outlook (%)
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change in business optimism

Our survey asks respondents to assess their current level of 
business optimism against both the last 3 months and last year 
and the net balances are displayed here for each sector. The results 
highlight that business optimism is generally higher than 3 months 
ago, but remains significantly lower than it was at this time last 
year. Respondents from the arts, business services, construction, 
healthcare and manufacturing appear to be significantly more 
confident than they were 3 months ago, but both the hospitality 
and oil & gas sectors have reported that their confidence has 
deteriorated even further since September.  Education, hospitality 
and oil & gas have suffered the largest declines in confidence over 
the last 12 months. 

n v3 months ago     n v1 year ago

although several sectors are 
reporting a significant increase in 
business optimism over the last 3 
months, both the hospitality and 
oil & gas sectors remain under 
considerable pressure

net balance (%)
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revenue expectations for next three months

Looking forwards, businesses across the Dundee & Angus region are 

feeling positive about sales. This is most noticeable when companies 

are assessing expected export sales, with 47% of companies now 

expecting an increase during the next 3 months. The outlook for 

sales in Scotland and across the rest of the UK is positive, but more 

muted. Revenue expectations are highest in the agricultural, arts and 

healthcare sectors, while the hospitality and oil & gas sectors are more 

guarded in terms of their expectations.

net balance (%)

Total +19

Scotland +9

Rest of UK +9

Export +24

75% of local 
businesses expect 
sales revenue to 
increase or remain 
constant over the 
next 3 months

Total Scotland Rest of UK Export
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operational impact of Covid-19  

We asked businesses across Dundee & Angus to identify the  

ways in which Covid-19 has impacted their business operations.  

Almost 31% of local businesses have had to reduce staff hours and 

26% have made changes to products or services. In addition to this, 

26% of respondents told us that they have had to make changes 

to their office or workshop space and 23% have introduced flexible 

working.  Only 13% of local businesses who took part in our survey 

have not had to make any changes at all. 

Covid-19 has forced  
31% of local businesses to 
reduce staff working hours

% of respondents

Changes in products/
services

Reduction in staff hours

Flexible working

Change in office/
workshop space

Change in retail/
customer facing space

Change in prices

Other

No changes required
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expectations of future business prospects   

We asked local businesses to assess their business prospects over 

the next 12 months and this chart shows the results expressed as 

‘net balances’ of confidence.  It is encouraging to see that several 

sectors have a very positive outlook for the year ahead, most notably 

agriculture, the arts sector, education and healthcare. But other 

sectors, such as business services and manufacturing have also 

recorded a positive outlook.  But, in line with other survey results, both 

the hospitality and oil & gas sectors expect future business prospects 

to deteriorate from here and some companies, particularly in the 

hospitality sector, even have doubts about their ability to survive. 

52% of businesses now expect 
their prospects to improve 
over the next 12 months, but 
6% remain concerned that 
they may not even survive
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DACC business sentiment indicator
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We have created a confidence indicator for businesses located in the 

Dundee & Angus area, based on the many responses we have received 

to the Quarterly Economic Survey. The ‘current’ indicator reflects 

confidence about recent trading conditions and it is encouraging to 

see that this has increased further from a reading of -10% in September 

to a level of -2% today. But the fact that this index level remains 

slightly negative tells us that businesses still feel challenged to some 

extent. However the ‘expectations‘ index, which reflects businesses’ 

assessments of future trading and activity, remains in positive territory  

and has increased further from a level of 10% in September to an even 

more encouraging level of 17% today. The fact that local businesses are 

relatively more confident about both current and future conditions is 

encouraging for activity over the next few months.

our DACC Business Sentiment Index tells 
us that local businesses expect activity in 
the next few months to be higher than it 
is todayQ4
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This is the third business and economic survey covering Dundee & 
Angus and it has been undertaken 9 months on from the initial UK-wide 
lockdown, during a period in which Dundee and Angus are both placed 
in Tier 3 with regard to Covid-19 restrictions. It is really encouraging to see 
further improvement, since our Q3 survey, across most of the key variables 
such as revenue, orders, profits, cash flow and investment, with revenue, 
orders and cash flow now indicating positive growth and expansion. 
However it is also worrying to see that local business’ assessment of 
employment has deteriorated in line with the nationwide trend. 

The results of our survey continue to highlight the flexibility of local 
businesses in their response to Covid-19. Although several firms have 
had to reduced staff working hours, many have successfully introduced 
new products or services, changes to office and workshop spaces and/
or introduced flexible working. Overall, the construction, healthcare and 
manufacturing sectors have shown real signs of improvement during 
this quarter, but both the hospitality and oil & gas sectors have found 
conditions to be more challenging.  

Our new DACC Business Sentiment Indicator pulls all of the results 
together and provides an overall assessment of current conditions in the 
local economy, and expectations for the future. The current conditions 
indicator has improved from a level of -10% to -2%, which is really 
encouraging although it does still indicate a small amount of contraction 
in activity. The expectations index is more encouraging, having risen from 
+10% to +17%, reflecting higher levels of optimism across the Dundee & 
Angus area about future trading and activity. 

Dr Shona Dobbie, Angus Economics 
December 2020

conclusions and outlook   
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@Dundeeandangus @37CityQuayHelping members to connect, communicate and develop
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